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Happy Fourth of July.  I am getting a late start 
on the newsletter over lunch.  We have 
started to water our field and this is like 
adding another whole job to the plate.  We are 
praying for rain tonight.  We need at least an 
inch to get things wetted down.


We have needed to rearrange the delivery and 
are struggling with vehicles.  I think the small 
transit is fixed and ready for this week.  Look 
for a second email to let you know about any 
changes to our schedule.


We have sweet cherries for this week’s fruit 
share.  We were also lucky enough to get 
some of Thorpe’s organic lemons from their 
Florida farm.


There are 1/2 bushels of sweet cherries for 
processing available on the custom order.  We 
will have sour cherries coming up.


The dry weather has slowed down the sweet 
corn, peppers and a few other things.  We 
need a shower to help get things back on 
track.  


Our pastures have slowed down as well.  We 
are hoping that we can get the cows through 
the next couple weeks without needing to 
feed our stored winter feed.  The hot summer 
can be tricky as the time between rotations of 
the pasture get longer.  We have mostly cool 
season grasses and they do not grow well in 
the heat.  


On the other hand the green beans, peas, 
summer squash and purslane are loving the 
heat.  I hope to have all of those in the next 
couple weeks.


Our custom order form can be used any week 
of your delivery to add meats, bread, sweet 
treats, eggs or other things to your order.  We 
will be offering larger quantities of produce as 
the season goes on.  We will highlight in our 
newsletters what is available.


Thanks for all of your support.

Kent, Jenny and the crew


